Self-renewal, differentiation or death: regulation and manipulation of hematopoietic stem cell fate.
Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are the rare cells from which all hematopoietic cells are derived. The absence of HSCs is not compatible with life because many essential cells, such as myeloid and erythroid cells, are short lived. The hematopoietic system is the first essential organ system that fails following cytotoxic treatments. It is the vulnerability of HSCs that prevents regeneration following treatment and thus long-term survival. Because HSCs have the capacity to regenerate a functional hematopoietic system, the manipulation of these cells in vitro holds many promises for gene-therapeutic and other applications; however, these are severely curtailed by current difficulties in maintaining and expanding HSCs in culture. This review focuses on recent approaches towards understanding how the HSC compartment is regulated in vivo and discusses how this knowledge might be applied to manipulating HSC numbers.